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About This Game

* 99% Translated. Only the "2D Fighter Maker 2nd" engine's system interface (i.e. key / gamepad configuration) is
not translated.

An Action Game containing monster girls, extreme battles and nonsensical fun!

Half dragon, magical werecat girl, harpy, mono-eye, minotaur warrior girl,
dark lamia magician, dark elf beast tamer... and more!

- No difficult input commands! Perform your fabulous combos with ease!
- Special moves are one button commands! Perfectly land your Monsterific Skillz!

- Fully voiced with a main story included!

Simple Controls Explanation
A: Consecutively Press for Combination Attack

B: Knock Back Attack, Select the direction with the arrow keys.
C: Skill. Use the arrows keys for different kinds (Uses Skill Gauge)

D: Monster Move. (uses SUPER Gauge)
E: Not Used

F: Displays Fighting Moves
Counter: Press the opposite direction to your opponent with the arrow keys
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This game holds up pretty well, especially for a 20+ year old game! Plus, the default controls it automatically applied for my
Xbox 360 controller are nearly flawless.

If you want a more modern action\/platformer with less dated graphics (and there's nothing wrong with that), you'll probably
enjoy Emperor's Tomb more. But if you love old school exploration through well crafted levels and puzzles, you'll have a hard
time finding a better game than this.

Just remember, F5 and F8 are your best friends on this adventure :)

Quick update: the game seems to work best at 1280x960 resolution, even though the options let you go all the way up to
1920x1080. Retro PC gaming is an adventure unto itself.. Visual Novel with auto-save function only is an heresy!
Give me true save slots,thanks ^^
And Skip All too...like every good VN do.
On the bright side artwork is pretty.. This game is really great, the concept is creative and the controls in-game feel smooth.
One of the bad things is that this game's player base... BARELY REACHES UP TO 26 PEOPLE!
The average amount of players you are ever going to see is somewhere around 20 to 30 people.
It's also really fun and the leveling system is good while the ''Victory and Defeat'' count is really fresh, not like most of the new
games :
Example -
Wins - 20
Loses - 600 (Noob).
If it wasn't for the dead community I would recommend it even more!
Best way to play it is get some friends and invite them over to increase the player amount.
Now since the game is free, you have no excuse not to try it out.. Hi team,

FIrst of all, thank you so much for developing this game. it helps A LOTS. Cheers! :))
My dating game improved so much. Then i'm stucking in a hard situation:

I'm a non-religious Asian while she's a Christian French.
There are a lot of barriers between us.

I'm looking forward for SS3. Hope that it might help with my case.

Sincerely. Gaming seal of Approval: I stayed up until 4am to finish my main run. For me it had a much more satisfying ending
then poor Mass Effect 3. Can't wait to think up new PCs to find other alternate paths.. Like the other reviews state, for an early
access game it is pretty damn good, it mixes some isaac and nuclear throne mechanics together and does this pretty well.

Graphics look good (Pixel <3), sound is good, controls are good and responsive and the music is good.

Currently the game has 3 playable character each with their own little special trait, such as increased fire rate, 1 more hp and
move speed.

During the game you will unlock items that grant you some special abilities just like in isaac you will also pick up different
weapons like in nuclear throne, and like in nuclear throne your weapons need ammo, run out of ammo and you will have to drop
the weapon you are currently wielding and use your infinite ammo low dmg pistol.

So far I have encountered 3 types of weapons energy, shell and bullet based, what those weapons are you will have to go and
explore, at first the game might feel easy, but it has a learning curve.

Would I recommend this game? YES! A million times YES!. Excellent! Now I can spend even more time in the Service Centre
picking exactly the right tone and shade for my wheels in addition to the trucks main paint job. Honestly, I spend more time
doing that than actual driving, and I don't mind at all. It's very cathartic for me.
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The reason is that the the class 378 DON'T WORK NO MORE like even when i run it it say "error" so don't buy it it is a death
trap. Wow! Just wow! I don't have the words! I do have an increased interest in ballet, though.. This game is truly one of my
favorite relaxing experiences in VR. Very trippy. I spent a few hours playing it in the right state of mind.. ive played this game
cause it looks like a fun game but no i played through the game and i really think this game has potential to be a good game but
if you keep working on this game you will loose the thumbs downs but this game seems to be fun if it had more detail.
it took me about 5 minutes to figure out what to do.
the music was annoying because everyone uses that song.

thanks for reading.. EARLY ACCESS REVIEW.

Got this game because it was on sale and looked like it would be arcadey and fun. It is basically Iron Man the flight suit game.
Highly enjoyable and high replay value. Great sense of movement and speed, especially once you get the controls down. Early
access but has a lot of potential and value for what is here now. A campaign mode, arcade mode, and a coming soon "relax" or
free flight mode. The flight physics are different in both the campaign and arcade which forces you to adapt and change up
what may have worked in the campaign but will not work in the arcade. Campaign has some good humor and nice levels, not as
much content as the arcade mode, but maybe devs will add more as it is still being worked on. The arcade mode is more fast
paced, with tighter controls, and not so floaty much more focus on your thursters and handling like you are truly flying, can
actually get pretty tough too. Really makes you feel like you're flying around like Iron Man. I have even caught myself leaning
forward in this game to enhance the sense of flight lol. For an early access title there is a lot more here than a lot of other full
featured titles out now for vr. This has a campaign, great arcade mode, both with leaderboards to give you incentive to get better
and beat the high scores. Also for an early access title it is nice seeing one with a fully realized menu, with graphics settings and
all that jazz. Game runs great on my i5 6600k and 1070. I'd highly recommend this game if you like fun fast paced games with a
good sense of movement and enjoy a decent challenge. Hoping the devs keep adding more solid content to this game, because
this is looking like it'll be a very solid title to have around in your vr library.. If you thought flowers can't make you mad, you
thought wrong.
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